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Abstract

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a game changing production technology for aerospace applications. Fused deposition modelling is one of the most widely used AM technologies and recently has gained much attention in the advancement of many products. This paper introduces an extensive review of fused deposition modelling and its application in the development of high performance unmanned aerial vehicles. The process methodology, materials, post processing, and properties of its products are discussed in details. Successful examples of using this technology for making functional, lightweight and high endurance unmanned aerial vehicles are also highlighted. In addition, major opportunities, limitations, and outlook of fused deposition modelling are also explored. The paper shows that the emerge of fused deposition modelling as a robust technique for unmanned aerial vehicles represents a good opportunity to produce compact, strong, lightweight structures, and functional parts with embedded electronic.
1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have significantly developed since they first appeared during World War I. However, the research and development of UAVs in recent years have gained much attention, not only for military purposes, but also for civil applications. UAVs are defined as generic air vehicles capable to work autonomously without a pilot on-board \(^{[1]}\). They are considered as a valuable and ubiquitous technology in many applications such as mapping, topography, telecommunications, surveillance, and agricultural management \(^{[2-7]}\). The advancement of this technology into such applications was possible for various reasons, such as innovations in structural and aerodynamic designs, introduction of new lightweight materials and manufacturing technologies, and development of sensing and control systems. Designs of UAVs have been evolved into several categories in order to provide the optimal solution in terms of functionality and cost. The main differences between these categories are the lift and thrust generation systems \(^{[8]}\). The most common types of UAVs are multi-rotors, fixed-wing, flapping wing and hybrid systems. A schematic diagram of UAVs’ categories is shown in Error! Reference source not found..

Multi-rotor system is the most popular type of UAVs because it is used for versatile applications, such as cargo delivery, aerial photography, recreational purposes, and sports activities. The number of rotors can go from one and up to twelve. However, the most common models are the quadcopter and the hexacopter. The structure of this system is generally a fixed frame with an equal distribution of the rotors with respect to the aircraft’s centre of mass \(^{[5, 6, 9]}\). Fixed-wing UAVs system, on the other hand, presents the closest resemblance to the classic avionics models. It is defined as "an air-vehicle" that uses fixed wings in combination with forward thrust to generate lift \(^{[8]}\). Generally, fixed-wing UAV is used in accurate mapping and monitoring applications due to its long flight endurance and high altitude operability, which allows covering long distances, and carrying electronic
equipment such as cameras and sensors \cite{10, 11}. Flapping wing UAVs, also known as Ornithopter, mimic the mechanics of flying birds and insects to generate lift by using semi rigid articulated wings. In most cases, the wings consist of an ultralight frame covered with a membrane or rigid surface to generate lift. Flapping wing UAVs are mainly used for research purposes thanks to their reduced size and improved manoeuvrability, along with their high flight efficiency when compared to both the multirotor and fixed wing systems. In addition, their low noise output makes them ideal for natural and environmental research such as animal tracking and recording \cite{12, 13}. Finally, hybrid UAVs system is a combination of the multi-rotor and fixed-wing UAVs. The combination of these two models has enhanced its capabilities to allow a vertical take-off and landing \cite{14}.

Figure 1: Different UAVs Configurations.
Successful developments of UAVs depend on producing low-cost and high endurance platforms. Reducing the structural weight is one of the influential factors to improve UAVs’ performance and increase their payload carrying capacity. This can be achieved by using lightweight structure and electronics. However, there are limitations in reducing UAVs weight, especially with regards to the battery pack and equipped electronics. Hence, UAVs’ frame becomes the relevant part in the design process.

Materials developments and advances in manufacturing technologies are useful tools to improve lightweight frames. One of the revolutionary manufacturing technologies is additive manufacturing (AM). Owing to its high design freedom, lighter parts with high functionality started to contribute in the advancement of a variety of industries such as aerospace [15, 16], automotive [17-19], biomedical [20-22], fashion and art [23]. Additive manufacturing, Rapid prototyping, and 3D printing are often taken as synonym. However, there are differences between those terms. Rapid prototyping is the concept of fast generated prototypes based on a digital model. This can be done via material removal as well as additive manufacturing methods [24]. The definition of additive manufacturing is purely the class of material adding technologies [25-27]. On the other hand, the term "3D printing" is basically the method within the AM class of ink-jet or ploy-Jet technologies [28]. AM technique was invented in 1984 and the first prototyping machine was built by Chuck Hull [29] based on the stereo-lithography method. However, the technology has gained much attention during the past ten years due to significant improvements in product lifecycle management (PLM) solutions and in computer numerical control (CNC) techniques. AM is not only considered as a disruptive technology [30], but also as one of the fast growing sectors in the market. Based on Wohlers Associates report [31], the estimated global market for AM is more than US$ 5.1 billion in 2015 with a corporate annual growth rate (CAGR) of more than 25.9%. A strong market growth is furthermore expected, as the technology becomes more mature for end users with
expectations to worth about $21 billion by 2020\textsuperscript{[31]}. This is also supported by investigating the number of research publications in the past 26 years. In Figure 1, the Scopus search results per year are presented. It can be noted that the additive manufacturing term is becoming more important, as it opens, the verbal term for end user products while the rapid prototyping term is declining in number per years, though, there is still high interest on prototyping research.
The manufacturing process of AM products starts with creating a digital CAD model that represents the physical part. Then, the CAD model is sliced into layers and fed to the AM machine. The machine builds the part layer by layer until the physical part is achieved. Whilst there are different AM technologies available in the market, the international organization for standardization and American society for testing and materials (ISO/ASTM) created the main set of standards of AM ISO/ASTM 52900:2015 and grouped them into seven main categories as listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Consolidation tool</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Prototyping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused Deposition Modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereolithography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyjet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Additive Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Number of AM publications globally per year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Type</th>
<th>Build Materials</th>
<th>Print Heads</th>
<th>Curing Method</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binder Jetting</td>
<td>Polymer, Metal, Ceramics</td>
<td>Poly-Jet, Multi-Jet, Ink-Jet</td>
<td>Binder/ Photo-polymerization</td>
<td>[32, 33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Energy Deposition</td>
<td>Metal, Composites</td>
<td>Laser Energy Net Shaping (LENS), Laser Cladding (LC), Laser Deposition Welding (LDW)</td>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Extrusion</td>
<td>Polymer, Metal, Ceramics, Composite</td>
<td>Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM)</td>
<td>Thermal</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder Bed Fusion</td>
<td>Polymer, Metal, Composite</td>
<td>Selected Laser Sintering/Melting (SLS/SLM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Electron Beam Melting (EBM)</td>
<td>Laser, Electron Beam</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Lamination</td>
<td>Metal, Composite</td>
<td>Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM), Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing (UAM), Solid Foil Polymerization (SFP)</td>
<td>Cutting and Gluing</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vat Photo-polymerization</td>
<td>Polymer, Ceramics</td>
<td>Stereo lithography (SLA), Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP), Digital Light Processing (DLP)</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>[139, 140]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material or binder jetting technology is based on selectively deposit droplets. The material is supplied through nozzles and often cured via photo-polymerization. The print head is similar to the conventional paper printers, and while, in classic ink jet printers, it is possible to print different colours, material jetting technology is also capable to print different materials\[^{32, 33}\]. In direct energy deposition (DED), the build material is supplied through a nozzle and...
shielded with the aid of an inert gas \[34\]. The material is melted in a laser focal point and deposited to create dense 3D structures or to coat a surface and/or specific feature of a part droplet by droplet \[35\]. In material extrusion (ME), a nozzle extrudes molten materials to generate the AM part. The raw material is in form of filaments or paste \[36\]. Hence, a wide range of thermoplastic polymers and ceramics can be used \[37\]. Fuse deposition modelling (FDM) is the most used material extrusion technique where the material is extruded, heated, and deposited line by line. It is a popular technique used on many industrial and domestic applications \[38\]. In powder bed fusion, a layer of powder is spread onto a building substrate while an electron or a laser beam is used to selectively consolidate a layer of metal powder. Next, a second powder layer is spread, and the process is repeated until the required geometry is achieved \[35\]. Powder bed fusion systems include the following commonly used techniques: selective laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM). Selective laser melting (SLM) is one of the important techniques to build near net shape metal components with complex geometries. This system uses a laser beam as an energy source to build metal components by selectively melting layers of metal powder according to the CAD design \[20, 39\]. SLM technology offers numerous merits over the other AM techniques, besides it can build complex shaped components with a high degree of accuracy and resolution \[40-42\]. Compared to SLM, EBM substitutes the laser beam with an electron beam as energy source. In EBM, an electron beam can reach a velocity of up to 8000m/s while the laser beam in SLM can achieve up to 10m/s. In addition, vacuum conditions and a preheated substrate are required for EBM. As such, dense components can be achieved using EBM but the process is restricted to conductive materials only \[43, 44\]. Sheet lamination (SL) is a combination of material subtraction and adding methods. A sheet of material is cut and laminated to generate a 3D model \[45\]. Finally, vat photo-polymerization is a well-known AM technique to produce 3D structures from curable resin materials subjected to photo-polymerization. Stereo-
lithography apparatus (SLA) and continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) are two vat photo-polymerization techniques used to print high quality polymer and ceramic components [32].

AM techniques can process a wide range of materials as shown in Table 1, their numbers continue to expand as improved technologies, and optimized processes are introduced to suit materials associated with difficult processability. Among AM techniques, fused deposition modelling (FDM), is considered one of the most widely used AM technologies. This technique is also a cost effective tool for various applications since it can manufacture robust parts quickly and reliably [46]. Furthermore, by comparing the number of publications of the most widely used AM techniques, specifically, FDM, poly-jet, stereo-lithography, and laser based AM, it can be clearly see that research publications of FDM is the most growing technology as shown in Figure 1.

![Graph showing the growth of different AM techniques from 1990 to 2015.](image)

Figure 1.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, few review papers have been reported on FDM and they were focused on pharmaceutics, drug delivery, composites, and investment casting \cite{38, 47-49}. No review reports were found on the application of FDM in aerospace, robotics or UAVs industries. This paper provides an overview of fused deposition modelling and its role in the advancement of unmanned aerial vehicles. The motivation is to present the state of the art in manufacturing of unmanned aerial vehicles using fused modelling deposition as one of the robust additive manufacturing techniques. The concept of fused deposition modelling technology, the properties of FDM products and materials are explained and discussed. The review also highlights the potential and limitations of using FDM in the development of UAVs.

2. Fused Deposition Modelling

2.1 Process Overview

Fused deposition modelling is one of the material extrusion AM techniques and can be considered as one of the rapidly growing process. Light or laser based technologies can typically be used to print parts with good resolution and high speed \cite{50}. However, the availability of FDM technology along with its low cost made it an important printing
technology in the market. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, the process combines three functions. First, the material is fed with the aid of rotating rollers. Second, the thermoplastic raw material is melted using an electric heating unit. Third, the soften material is extruded through a nozzle and deposited to build complex parts layer by layer. Typically, a heated bed and a closed chamber are used in most FDM printers to allow a slow cooling of the deposited material, which prevents warping of the printed sample. FDM machines are commercially available in different versions. The simplest version uses one material to build both the part and the support structure. A different type has two extrusion heads, i.e one is used to build the part and the other is used to build the support structure. Other versions use multiple heads to build structures with different colours. There are several attempts were introduced to improve FDM process. An advanced approach was used to mix different materials in the extrusion head before deposition \[^{[51]}\]. This allows
controlling materials content and properties of the FDM part. Furthermore, Du et al. \cite{52} modified FDM printer with two-laser heating unites, targeting the filament material. With this improvement, they were able to build large thin walled parts, decreasing surface roughness and improved the mechanical properties. Lee et al. \cite{53} used a five-axis hybrid milling- FDM machine. Thus, it was possible to reduce the amount of support structure and to improve surface finish.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fdm_process.png}
\caption{A schematic of FDM process.}
\end{figure}

\subsection*{2.2 FDM Materials and properties}

Currently, there is a wide range of materials available for FDM. Thermoplastic polymers are well established materials for FDM. On the other hand, the demand on composites, ceramics,
and metals are growing to improve FDM parts functionalities. Details of FDM materials and their properties are explained in the following section.


2.2.1 Thermoplastic Polymers

Thermoplastic polymers are widely used in FDM processes because it is easy to shape them into filaments with specific sizes. In addition, their melting temperatures are relatively low and their viscosities are suitable during extrusion and deposition. The most common materials used in FDM and their properties are presented in Table 2. Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) and Poly Lactic Acid (PLA) are two popular materials for FDM. ABS is the popular material used to manufacture Lego bricks. It is durable, easy to process, and cheap. Disadvantages of ABS include its moderate strength, moderate flexibility, and the need for a heated bed to process it\[^{54-56}\]. In addition, fumes are typically arisen during ABS printing. On the other hand, PLA is a biodegradable material and therefore more environmentally friendly than other polymers. It is stronger and more rigid than ABS. However, since PLA is biodegradable material, it is prone to moisture absorption in a short time. In addition, PLA has a low impact strength, low glass transition temperature of 60-65 °C and hence has a low service temperature\[^{56-58}\]. High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) is also a biodegradable thermoplastic material and mainly used as a support material for ABS. It is also used for packaging and food industry. HIPS is difficult to process using FDM as it tends to distort and adhere to the bed\[^{54, 56}\]. Nylon belongs to the polyamides thermoplastic polymers. It is a light, strong, and flexible material. It has a Young’s modulus of 1138-1282 MPa, which makes it the most flexible FDM material. It can be used for a wide range of applications such as containers, functional parts, tools, and toys. However, it is also sensitive to moisture and can absorb humidity from air in a short time\[^{54, 56, 59}\]. Acrylonitrile styrene acrylate (ASA) is developed as an alternative to ABS. Its physical and mechanical properties are similar to ABS. Its outstanding weather and chemical resistance make it suitable for outdoor applications\[^{54, 56}\]. Copolyester (PETG) is a co-polyester thermoplastic FDM material with reasonable tensile strength, impact strength, durability, and flexibility. The material is easy to
Polycarbonate (PC) is one of the thermoplastics that contain carbonate in its chemical structure. It is one of the strongest and toughest FDM filaments. It has a glass transition temperature of 147 °C, which makes it ideal for high temperature plastic applications [54, 56, 59]. Polyetherimide (PEI) is an amorphous and a semi-transparent thermoplastic. It is one of the high-performance thermoplastic materials available for FDM. Polyetherimide (PEI) satisfies the flame, smoke and toxicity standards and therefore is used for wide range of aerospace applications [54]. Ultem is a family of polyetherimide polymers which was developed by SABIC. It is a heat, flame, and solvent resistance material. It is also has a high mechanical properties at elevated temperature of up to 170 °C [61]. Polyphenylsulfone (PPSF) is a high performance and heat resistant polymer. It has excellent chemical and thermal properties which makes it suited aerospace, automotive, and electronics applications [62].

In general, thermoplastic polymers are popular for FDM. However, properties such as low strength, low service temperature, high insulation, low wear and friction prevent the use of FDM when high thermal and electrical conductivity, high service temperature, lightweight and multifunctional applications are required.
Table 2: Typical FDM polymer materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Young's modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Processing Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2180-2230</td>
<td>26-31</td>
<td>250-280</td>
<td>[54, 55, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(lactic acid) PLA</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>3368</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>190-220</td>
<td>[57, 58, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon 12</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1138-1282</td>
<td>28-32</td>
<td>255-275</td>
<td>[54, 59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylonitrile Styrene Acrylate (ASA)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1950-2010</td>
<td>27-29</td>
<td>240-260</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>210-230</td>
<td>[54, 56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copolyester (PETG)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>220-245</td>
<td>[56, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarbonate (PC)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1958-1944</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>230-255</td>
<td>[54, 56, 59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyetheriminde (PEI)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>2150-2770</td>
<td>69.81</td>
<td>330 - 350</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULTEM</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>2200-3580</td>
<td>44-110</td>
<td>375-420</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyphenylsulfone (PPSF)</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>360-390</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Composite and Nano-composite Materials

FDM composites consist of two or more different materials that are shaped into filaments and printed using FDM. At least one of the FDM composite materials is a thermoplastic polymer. They are developed to obtain specific properties that are not available with the pure thermoplastic polymer such as high thermal or electrical conductivity. Recently, several researchers have carried out studies to develop new composites adequate for FDM. Filament made from metal-polymer composite was developed by dispersing metal fine powder into a polymer matrix. Garge et al. developed Fe-nylon 6 filament for ABS 3D printer. They used different Fe/nylon 6 ratios and investigated the wear and friction properties of the FDM parts. They concluded that the Fe-nylon 6 composite filaments showed uniform Fe dispersion in the
Nylon matrix. In addition, the developed composite samples showed a lower friction coefficient and a better wear resistance than the recommended ABS material \[63\]. Another study focused on developing copper-ABS filaments and determined its effect on the surface characteristics of the parts. It was found that, an improvement of the contact angle was achieved by introducing copper powder into ABS matrix \[64\]. A mixture of copper and iron particles was also introduced by Hwang et al. \[65\] to investigate the thermo-mechanical properties of the new composite. The printed material was characterised and it was found that the mechanical strength of the samples was decreased with the addition of metal powder. However, the thermal conductivity was improved which makes it ideal for printed circuits and electromagnetic devices. Furthermore, Boparai et al, used Al-Al2O3 particles to reinforce Nylon 6 matrix and produced metal/composite filaments. The developed composite filaments showed poor mechanical characteristics when compared to commercial ABS material. However, the thermal stability and the wear resistance were also improved \[66, 67\].

Ceramic particles have been also used and dispersed into polymers to produce filament with good bio-biocompatibility and high corrosion resistance. Tricalcium phosphate (TCP) ceramic was dispersed into polypropylene (PP) matrix to fabricate polymer-ceramic composites for biocompatible bone graft applications. PP-TCP non-toxic composite scaffolds with controlled porosity were successfully manufactured using FDM process. It was found that scaffold with 160 μm pore size and porosity of 36 vol. % revealed the highest compression strength \[68\]. In another study, TCP was used with PLA to produce biodegradable thermoplastic implants. The study showed that the crystallinity of the samples and hence the degradation behaviour is highly affected by the processing conditions \[69\]. In recent years, fibre and nanocomposites materials have been investigated to produce lightweight and multifunctional parts using FDM.

ABS and PLA reinforced with carbon fibre and Carbon nanotubes (CNT) were introduced
aiming to improve the microstructural and mechanical properties of the samples [70].

Figure 3 (a, b) shows SEM images of the fibre composite samples in 0.2 and 0.4 mm layer thickness. As shown, the carbon fibre can be clearly visible within the PLA matrix. The mechanical characterisation of the samples showed that there was a significant improvement in the elastic modulus and the ultimate strength of the CNT samples when compared to pure ABS or the carbon fibre composite samples. CNT and carbon fibre materials are stronger and stiffer than ABS and PLA matrix. In addition, the ABS and PLA matrix transfers part of the applied load to the reinforcing fibres. Hence, the movement of the reinforced prints is restricted so that the strength and the stiffness improve. The degree of such improvement
depends on the bonding between the matrix and the reinforced fibre, see Figure 3 (c, d).
Figure 3: (a) SEM images carbon fibre distribution in 0.2 mm layer thickness, (b) SEM images carbon fibre distribution in 0.4 mm layer thickness, (c) Elastic modulus as a function of layer height, (d) Maximum strength as a function of layer height [70], with kind permission from Wiley.
Vapor-grown carbon fibre (VGCFs)/ABS nanocomposite was developed to fabricate improved filaments for FDM. The nanocomposite filaments were prepared by Banbury mixing, and extrusion prior FDM processing, see

![Image](image1.png)

Figure 4. The VGCFs showed a good dispersion in the ABS matrix with minimal porosity. An improvement in the mechanical strength was noted for the developed VGCFs/ABS samples suggesting that the VGCFs provided additional strength and stiffness and changed the fracture from ductile to brittle.⁷¹

![Image](image2.png)

Figure 4: SEM images of the VGCFs⁷¹, with kind permission from Wiley.
In an extensive study, Fuda et al. [72] developed and characterised carbon fibre (CFRP) reinforced thermoplastic filament. The authors added CFRP with different length and content into ABS matrix aiming to improve the mechanical properties of the composite filaments. In their study, they characterised the tensile and flexural strengths, Young's and flexural modulus, ductility and toughness. They concluded that, the addition of CFRP into ABS improved the ultimate strength, Young's modulus, flexural stress, flexural modulus, and toughness but reduced the yield strength and ductility. The fractures surface of the samples showed that the applied load was transferred uniformly from the ABS to the CFRP, achieving better mechanical properties [72]. However, the 3D printer' nozzle was often clogged with composite made from higher carbon fibre content (40 wt%) and length (3.2 mm) [73]. In a similar study, CFRP was also investigated in a PLA matrix. The developed CFRP/PLA samples have six times higher strength than pure PLA [74]. Similar results were also obtained with the use of glass fibre [75].

2.2.3 Ceramic and Metallic FDM

Fused deposition modelling of ceramics, also abbreviated as (FDC) technique is developed to manufacture net shape ceramic parts. In this technique, filaments are fabricated from a mixture of thermoplastic polymer and ceramic materials [76]. The process is followed by a de-binding and sintering post processes to remove the polymer material and densify the ceramic powder. Therefore, the part design and the process parameters have to be adapted to predict the shrinking of the samples after sintering. Different advanced ceramic materials were successfully developed for FDC. Silicon nitride samples were introduced by Iyer et al. [77]. Powder processing was used to mix the Si$_3$Ni$_4$ particles with wax as a thermoplastic polymer. Next, the mixture was extruded to produce the filaments and the printed samples were sintered to achieve full density Si$_3$Ni$_4$ parts. Elongated $\beta$-Si$_3$Ni$_4$ was found in a boundary of
glass phase. It was also clear that there was no inter-lamellar or inter-laminar inhomogeneities see Figure 5 [77].

![Figure 5: (a) SEM image of the sintered Si$_3$N$_4$ fabricated by FDC, (b) Optical micrograph the vertical direction, (c) Magnified SEM image of the inter-laminar region [77], with kind permission from John Wiley and Sons.](image)

Other ceramic materials include lead zirconate titanate, zirconia, alumina filaments were also prepared for FDC [78-80]. The same approach was also used to generate FDM metallic parts [81]. Here, the polymer is used as binder and mixed with stainless steel powder followed by a debinding and sintering process to achieve the metal component.
2.2 Properties of FDM Parts

Properties of FDM parts depend on material, design, and process parameters. The most important parameters among them are: the build direction, the toolpath of the design parameters, and the temperature of the nozzle and parameters of the heated bed during the printing process. The build direction and the tool path define properties of the extruded filaments during the process. Hence, FDM parts show anisotropic properties. The extruded filament width, layer thickness and the spacing between the extruded filaments are particularly important, not only for affecting the mechanical properties but also the surface roughness, geometrical tolerance and resolution of the FDM parts. The direction of the extruded filament plays an important role in defining the mechanical properties. Higher strength of the material is typically achieved when the extruded filaments are in the same direction as the applied load. On the other hand, lower strength is expected when the load is perpendicular to the layers or the extruded filament direction due to the risk of de-lamination. Sood et al. [82] studied the effect of five process parameters on the compressive strength of ABS materials. These parameters are build orientation, raster angle, layer thickness, spacing between the extruded filaments and raster width. The results confirmed the anisotropic properties of the printed ABS. A maximum compressive strength of about 17 MPa was achieved by optimising the process parameters. In addition, a good prediction of in-plane stiffness and strength can be obtained via Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) and Tsai-Hill yielding criterion. Those theories were originally used to mathematically describe fibre-reinforced plastics. However, it was found that they were also applied to FDM [83]. Surface roughness is another important property of FDM parts. FDM products are typically having ridges along their surface, also known as the stair stepping, which were resulted from the deposited layers. Therefore, poor surface roughness is considered as one of the drawbacks of FDM. Stair stepping effect can be minimized by using thin layers. However, there is a
technical limitation in reducing layer thickness. In addition, reducing layer thickness increases the production time. On the other hand, surface orientation plays an important role in controlling surface roughness. In general, lowest surface roughness is typically found in horizontal surfaces while it is the greatest for vertical or inclined surfaces [84]. Kaji and A. Barari [85] introduced a model to predict the surface roughness of FDM parts. The model can be used to optimise the process parameters such as part direction and layer thickness to obtain AM parts with a required surface roughness. To minimize the stair stepping effect, Hai-Chuan Song et al. [86] used a novel algorithm to control the layer thickness by introducing a sub-layer in z-direction to improve sloped surfaces. In this technique, the sub-layer information is first used to create curved tool paths that represent the input CAD geometry with better quality. Next, a slicing strategy is carried out to produce non-flat layers, which does not exceed the minimum thickness threshold. Finally, the tool paths are split and ordered to eliminate the nozzle interference during printing between adjacent paths of dissimilar heights.

In Figure 6 the impact of this anti-aliasing algorithm is shown for a simple part. However, with more advanced parts, the complexity for the algorithm is increasing as well.
Figure 6: Anti-Aliasing Algorithm - a) STL-file b) isometric view and c) side view on part printed without algorithm; d) isometric and e) side view on part printed by using the anti-aliasing algorithm \cite{86}, with kind permission from Elsevier.
2.3 Post-Processing

Post processing is an important step for FDM because the printed parts are typically not suitable for immediate use. FDM parts are typically fabricated with a raft to promote the adhesion with the bed. In addition, support structures are also used to support over-hanged features. As a result, rafts and support structures removal is the first post-processing in any FDM process. Support structures can be either standard or dissolvable. Manual or mechanical removal of the support materials is carried out for mono material printers. Removing of standard supports is typically effortless. However, in some cases, it is difficult to reach places such as small holes to remove their support. Therefore, proper support design and placement are critical for successful FDM. On the other hand, chemical leaching is used to remove dissolvable supports by placing the printed parts in a bath with a solvent [87].

After support removal, sanding is typically used to smooth FDM parts from supports marks. In some cases, warming FDM parts before sanding can improve the process. The process is not only important to polish rough surfaces but also to promote the adhesion of further coating or painting [88]. Conventional techniques such as milling, drilling, and turning can be also used as post processing techniques to improve surface quality, geometrical tolerance, and support removal. Resin infiltration is another technique to improve the properties of FDM parts by infiltrating them with a resin. This method can reduce the surface roughness by coating the ridges of FDM surfaces with a resin material [89]. Furthermore, surface improvement of ABS parts can be realized using a bath of Acetone vapour. Using this technique, surface roughness
of ABS parts was significantly enhanced by 95% \cite{90}.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between ABS sample before and after post processing with acetone vapour bath. Hereby, the optimum smoothing procedure was carried out with duration of 30 seconds cycles following repeated precooling-smoothing-postcooling cycles to achieve improved surface finish \cite{91}. Electro-plating is a technique where an electric current is used to plate an electrode with a thin metal layer. Electro-plating FDM parts with a thin metal layer were used to produce a metal/Polymer sandwich. As a result, functional components with higher strength and improved surface roughness were achieved \cite{92}. 
3. Successful Applications of FDM in the UAVs Industry

This section discusses the use of FDM as a reliable AM tools to fabricate UAV systems and their parts. It also discusses how FDM improves the structural, aerodynamic, and performance of UAVs.

3.1 Structure

FDM is a well-established technology to create prototypes, which helped to drastically reduce design iterations and development steps not only for UAV systems but also for a wide range of applications. Another benefit of using FDM manufacturing is to improve the structural efficiency of UAV by increasing the strength/weight ratio. The classic use of FDM was found in printing prototypes for UAVs parts to be modelled inside a wind tunnel aiming to predict aerodynamics of the proposed designs. It was found that the use of FDM decreased the production time and improved significantly aerodynamics performance of UAVs. In addition, FDM proved to be quicker, more accurate, and cost effective compared to conventional manufacturing of materials such as carbon fibre, aluminium, or wood models. In addition, the
complexity of the models can increase dramatically, with no impact on the production time. However, a post processing technique such as the removal of support structure, grinding and polishing is required to obtain reliable surfaces for aerodynamic models [93-96]. Apart from using FDM to build design models, fixed wing UAV was printed completely from ABS using FDM by the advanced additive manufacturing research centre of the University Sheffield [97]. A vertical take-off and landing UAV was developed at Istanbul Technical University [98]. The FDM parts are limited to the rotor tilting and engine nozzle mechanism and were printed with PLA. Those two projects represent the advantages of FDM technology and show that complex shaped parts can be built and tested within days.

In a partnership between Aurora Flight Sciences and Stratasys, the first jet engine UAV was printed using FDM of Polyetherimide (PEI) and Acrylonitrile Styrene Acrylate (ASA) parts, as shown in Figure 8 [99]. Ultem®, the trademark for PEI, is a certified material by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), USA. In this project, 80% of the UAV was built using AM. Although the majority of the parts were built using FDM, other AM technologies such as laser sintering were also used to build Jet engine outlet. The 2.75m wingspan of the developed UAV was capable of flying with a speed of 240 km/h, which makes it the fastest FDM printed UAV.
The material has been also used to produce parts for commercial aircrafts such as the Airbus A350 [99].

Figure 8: FDM printed jet engine UAV a) CAD model - Jet engine in red and transparent wing section to show the infill, b) Printed UAV used for successful flight test [99], with kind permission from Stratasys.

Another project between Aurora Flight Sciences and Stratasys was the development of X-Plan, a vertical take-off and landing UAV, using carbon fibre and FDM technology. In this UAV, the manufacture complexity increases dramatically as the electric fan engine was integrated with the wings. In addition, the wings and the canard can be tilted to allow the vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) functionality. The wings were split into hollow
structures as shown in Figure 9. Hence, 24 engine nacelles were designed within in-wing motor compartments [100, 101].

Figure 9: Aurora - XV-24A Lightning Strike flight test miniature model [102], distribution unlimited.
At the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, M. Stern and E. Cohen\textsuperscript{103} designed and built the Variable AirSpeed Telescoping Additive Unmanned Air Vehicle (VAST AUAV) for atmospheric sensing from ABS by using FDM. The developed UAV was built with a lightweight structure, allowing optimum aerodynamics, and meets performance targets. Telescoping wings were used to allow loiter and dash flight depending on both aerofoil and expanded wing. The length of the wingspan was 2 m and the total weight of the UAV was 3.2 kg. The design of the UAV allows an easy assembly by using standard tools. Successful test flights were conducted revealing the structural integrity of the FDM parts\textsuperscript{103}. Hobbyists were also contributed in the development of small fixed wing UAVs using FDM since 2013\textsuperscript{104}. Within this community, many designs, manuals and tips are available for home print UAVs\textsuperscript{105}, thanks to the development of the FDM technology that allowed producing fully operational UAVs capable of competing commercial models. A. Neathery\textsuperscript{106} built a support structure frame for a quadcopter UAV and released the open source files online. In addition, U. Peter\textsuperscript{107} published a Star Wars inspired tie fighter, flying as a multirotor UAV. Furthermore, the filament company Fibre Force Italy printed a UAV model from carbon fibre reinforced nylon. The used filament has a tensile strength of 100 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 6000 MPa\textsuperscript{108}.

3.2 Embedded electronics

UAVs are typically carry electronic equipment and sensors. Hence, embedded electronics are important items in the design of UAVs and have been under investigation by several researchers. In one study by Gardner et al.\textsuperscript{109}, the thermal and electric conductivity of thermoplastic polymers were improved using CNT nanocomposite, see Figure 10. As shown in the figure, the filament material was prepared using CNT dispersed into Polyetheriminde (PEI) matrix material. The tensile strength of the developed filament was increased from 89 ± 7 MPa to 112 ± 4 MPa with the addition of 4.7 wt.% of CNT. Additionally, CNT improved
the electric conductivity of PEI and the electric current was successfully transferred in the printed FDM samples. Using a two nozzle FDM printer, the UAV frame was successfully printed using CNT/PEI filament. All the four motors of the UAV were supplied with current using the printed nanocomposite\cite{109}, as shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 10](image1)

**Figure 10:** (a) A spool of CNT nanocomposite filament, (b) Optical microscopy image of individual filament, (c) SEM image of CNT nanocomposite filament, (d) SEM image of printed sample\cite{109}, with kind permission from Elsevier.
Figure 11: (a) PEI nanotube in PEI frame (b) CNT wire functionality test \cite{109}, with kind permission from Elsevier.

Another study was conducted by Stratasys and NTU Singapore to build a quadrocopter capable of carrying over 60 kg, with all electronic components fully embedded. The electronics were embedded in the UAV frame during the FDM process using Stratasys Ultem. The embedded electronic survived the high printing temperature which was about $160 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ and only the propellers and the motors were assembled after building the frame. This UAV was completely printed in less than 14 hours \cite{99}.

A summary of the available research projects that used FDM in the development of UAV is shown in Table 3. The printers were mostly used to manufacture wing profiles and body frames with integrated features. Slender wings profiles are often supported with an additional central wing beam. It can be noted that ABS is the most used material for small sized UAV. This may be because ABS is a sufficiently strong, low cost and easy to print. In addition, most of commercial printers have small beds, which are suitable for small sized UAV. More complex and larger UAVs often use PEI filaments, as they are the strongest and stiffest material among the available thermoplastic filaments. The use of CNT nanocomposite filaments showed promising results with UAV as a strong and conductive material.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UAV Type</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed wing wind tunnel models</td>
<td>Wing profile</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed wing variable airspeed</td>
<td>Wing profile</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed wing - deltawing</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed wing - deltawing</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrocopter – Spare parts</td>
<td>Body, arm, landing gear, etc.</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrocopter - Add on parts</td>
<td>Camera mount, protection frame.</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrocopter</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>CNT-Nylone</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTOL fixed wing</td>
<td>Complex wing structure</td>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>[100, 101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrocopter - embedded electronic</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrocopter - Current carrying frame</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>PEI-CNT composite</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed wing jet engine</td>
<td>Wing profile</td>
<td>PEI, ASA</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTOL tilting mechanism</td>
<td>Tilting brackets and engine nozzle</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Potential and Challenges

In general, the increased demand of FDM and noticeable cost reduction in its materials and printers has boosted the widespread of this technology in many fields. The wide range of materials and applications discussed in the present paper leads to a wide range of potentials that FDM holds for future UAVs. However, the use of FDM for niche applications such as UAVs is still in its proof of concept and there are many challenges to be overcome in order to implement the FDM technology as a productive and commercial tool. In this section, a discussion on the potential and challenges of FDM technique is presented.

4.1 Potential

One of the most relevant reasons for FDM technique becoming so popular is that it is a cost effective production tool used by minimally trained users all the way up to research and industrial scale for manufacturing of customised products. Typically, manufacturing of customised products involves the use of CAD and conventional machining with all of its limitations, which restrict the range. The high geometrical freedom is the most important benefit of FDM over the classical techniques and offers manufacturing of complex shapes accurately with consistency with a short lead-time according to specific end-user requirements. Application of FDM Method of 3D Printed UAV offers a fabrication method for producing customised UAVs for versatile applications. In addition, it also allowed design freedom of aerodynamics and structural prototypes for UAVs and aerospace applications. In particular, FDM manufacturing process was a key factor to accelerate wings and functional
surfaces for aero and fluid dynamics, see

Figure 12. By adopting FDM, it was possible to improve computational fluid dynamics, and validate the models experimentally using FDM parts in wind tunnels.

FDM can manufacture parts with multiple materials in different regions of the object. Multi-materials FDM parts have been used in several products such as antennas and electro-ceramics. Printing FDM parts with dissolvable support structure is a clear example of the use of multi-materials to realise a simplified support removal. As explained, FDM has
been with many materials such as metals, composites and nanocomposites. In most cases, it was possible to disperse ceramic, metal and fibres into thermoplastic polymers in order to improve the mechanical strength, stiffness, thermal and electrical conductivity of FDM parts. In addition, it is also possible to control the properties of FDM components by controlling process parameters, materials and build direction [63-66, 68-72].
Metamaterials are manmade structured materials developed to manipulate physical phenomena such as sound, light, load and many others. Their unique properties are obtained from the original properties of their materials along with the geometry of their structures. Metamaterials with conductive properties such as embedded carbon nanotubes represents a drastic improvement in UAVs industry as it reduces the wiring on the aircraft and allows the integration of electronic components such as gyroscopes, accelerometer, barometer, and GPS within the frame. This improves the mass distribution on-board and therefore the aerodynamics of UAVs \(^{109}\). Auxetic materials is another type of metamaterials with negative Poisson' ratio that exhibit energy absorption, acoustic, and thermal properties that controlled by the geometry of the developed structures. These properties hold the potential for UAV structures with enhanced properties and the design freedom of FDM enables the fabrication of Auxetic structures for wide range of applications \(^{113}\), see Figure 13. Furthermore, most of FDM printers can manufacture parts in colour. This has been achieved by using filaments with different colours for different part of the model. Printing in colours reduces some of the post processing steps such as coating or painting \(^{114}\). As a result, UAVs can gain many advantages of using multi-materials, composites, metamaterials, and
multi-colours FDM. This includes producing more integrated and complex parts making this technology simple, fast, and practical with a wide range of materials and colours.

Figure 13: Auxetic structures by using FDM on a single-face fabric\cite{113}, Free to copy and redistribute.

FDM allows the production of complex shaped internal geometries to enhance performance of the produced parts. It has been used to create channels, microfluidics, batteries, and scaffolds\cite{115}, see Figure 14. As shown, building internal features is very critical for UAVs. However, it is not an issue for FDM. Allowing geometrical freedom in building internal features enables the production of lightweight structures with improved aerodynamics and also allows the placement of embedded electronics\cite{99}.
Figure 14: Cross-section perfilometry of an opened FDM PLA microchannel $^{[115]}$, with kind permission from Elsevier.

FDM also allows topology optimized structures for lightweight and enhanced structures. Topology optimization is a structural optimization method for distributing part material according to the resultant stress and stiffness. Hence, the optimised design is improved in terms of reduced mass, improved stiffness, and in some cases enhanced factor of safety. With topology optimisation solutions, parts design becomes more and more organic and optimized according to the applied load. Therefore, it is particularly essential for automotive and aerospace applications where mass reduction is significant in material, energy and cost saving $^{[115, 116]}$. Because of the design freedom of FDM, it is anticipated that topology optimisation represents a potential boost for the UAVs technology, providing longer endurance aircrafts with larger payload capacity. The use of topology optimisation to improve UAV design application was carried at the University of Southampton using lightweight laser-sintered UAVs $^{[117]}$. The results shows that FDM holds the potential to enable a low cost manufacturing of topology optimised UAVs parts, allowing a high operative range. Ferro et al. $^{[118]}$ applied topology optimisation to reduce the weight of UAV components and to enhance the productivity of the FDM. The results showed that, FDM with applying an
adequate topology optimisation was able to construct components with improved design for UAV systems, see Figure 15.

Figure 15: UAV bracket (a) Topology optimisation results, (b) FDM ABS components \(^{[118]}\), Free to copy and redistribute.

FDM enables designers to combine parts and consolidate them into one object, which reduces assembling steps. A reduction in the assembly processes has a significant effect on reducing
manufacturing costs and production issues. By eliminating or reducing assembly operations, there is no need to have dedicated fixtures, jigs, and fasteners. In addition, possible assembly issues in welding or joining are minimized. In addition, in most cases, the performance of consolidated parts is better than assemblies. Furthermore, parts consolidation reduces production, inspection, and management complexity. An Example of parts consolidation is shown in Figure 16. The original assembly of stainless triple clamp consists of 19 parts and was redesigned to achieve a single part with part consolidation \cite{119}. It can significantly be used to consolidate the number of parts in UAVs offering simple, easy to manufacture, cost effective and high performance UAVs.
Figure 16: Parts consolidation example of a triple clamp \cite{119}, with kind permission from Elsevier.

A new relation between UAVs and FDM was introduced by M. Kovač \cite{120} and R. Stuart-Smith \cite{121,122}. The authors proved that UAVs can be used to carry FDM print heads. The aim of those projects is to have a swarm of robots and UAVs, which build up an architecture by using additive manufacturing techniques. The new term of this research area named as aerial additive building manufacture (AABM) \cite{121}.
4.2 Challenges

FDM holds promising potential and advantages to become one of the most important technologies for future industries, especially for UAVs. However, most of the research work is still in its infancy and there are challenges need to be addressed so that users can take into account the technology issues and how to get the most out of FDM.

FDM can fabricate a limited number of materials, typically thermoplastic polymer, owing the narrow range of processing temperature that can be employed. As such, FDM components have limited properties, which may not satisfy all of the requirements of UAVs. Although that FDM material development introduced new types of materials such as composites, ceramics and metals, most of the new materials are not commercially produced and limited to proof of concept studies. On the other hand, the layer-by-layer nature of FDM produces parts with anisotropic properties. It was found that part orientation, layer thickness, and feed rate have a great effect on the mechanical properties. Therefore, a good choice of part orientation and process parameters is important to overcome or reduce the effect of these problems\textsuperscript{[123, 124]}. Additionally, parts fabricated by using FDM have induced porosity. Porosity formation is mainly because of the non-ideal deposition, which has a significant effect on the strength of the FDM part. Reducing or eliminating induced porosity is necessary to reduce inconsistency between the printed parts and the designed one\textsuperscript{[125]}. Building orientation of the FDM parts does not only affect the mechanical properties but also affects the surface roughness. Therefore, surface-finishing processes such as sanding, resin infiltration, post processing machining and acetone vapour polishing can be used to improve the surface quality\textsuperscript{[88-91]}. The need for support structures is also another limitation of FDM. Although support structures are important to successfully build over-hanged features, they often have negative impacts on quality and productivity of FDM. Support structures cost more time and material for the building process. In addition, removal of the support structures can
be achieved by using mechanical or chemical post-processing. Users must plan where to place support structures, how to remove them and the impact of removing them on surface quality [87, 88]. To tackle these issues and qualify the process for the development of UAVs, researches were carried out several studies to improve surface finish, reduce material waste, improve productivity, enhance material properties, and reduce the need for support structures. Statistical design of experiments, genetic optimisation, and multi-objective optimization were extensively employed to optimise building orientation, parts design, and process parameters [126-130].

Another limitation of FDM is the small build platforms in most of the available machines. Therefore, the discussed projects implemented a strategy to break down UAVs into smaller segments in order to accommodate them into small build platforms. Assembly of many printed parts is not only difficult but also affects the total weight of the whole structure, as fasteners are needed to join them. In addition, the assembly process requires more time and effort. BigRep FDM printer is an attempt to increase the build platform with size of over 1 m³ [131].

As AM in general and FDM in particular present great opportunities for designers and manufacturers, they introduced many challenges for inspection and quality control. Since AM simultaneously builds both the part geometry and material, components must be inspected to verify the material defects and geometrical errors. As a result, characterisation and measurements techniques must be improved in order to match the new challenges [132]. One clear example is the complex measurement techniques associated with the verification of complex organic geometries that can be created by using AM, as the current standards were not developed for such shapes. In addition, it is challenging to allocate a specific tolerance to organic geometries. Furthermore, the inspection of internal geometries, such as complex cavities, small holes, and channels is more difficult which highlights the importance of
implementing scanning and non-destructive testing. Thus, inspection and quality control must be integrated with AM\textsuperscript{[133, 134]}.

Sustainability and environmental impact of AM are another challenges that need a great depth of understanding\textsuperscript{[135]}. Even if the material efficiency of AM parts is high, there is insufficient research regarding the material sustainability\textsuperscript{[136]}. Recycling waste of thermoplastic materials into new filaments is a reliable solution to address this challenge. Filament extruders are commercially available and affordable to convert plastic waste to filaments. However, issues such as mixing of colours and degradation in the material lead to a major change in the filaments properties\textsuperscript{[137, 138]}.

5. Conclusion

FDM and UAVs, are fast growing technologies, have attracted a great deal of attention. The availability, flexibility, and cost savings of FDM have gained much interest for fabrication of UAV systems. In addition to research institutions, universities, and industries, successful examples showed that hobbyists significantly contributed in adopting FDM technology for the development of UAVs. Complex structures and embedded electronics of UAVs were built successfully, and showed improvement in the aerodynamics performance and structural efficiency of UAVs. The design freedom of FDM allowed the production of UAV structures, which are difficult to manufacture using conventional techniques and without the use of fixtures or moulds. The discussed examples showed that full understanding of FDM process in the context of UAVs is still insufficient, users must understand the process challenges including building direction, design and processing parameters, small building platforms, slow building rate and the need to use support structures. Additional challenges are related to post processing techniques, materials sustainability, inspection, and quality control. Although most of the process potentials are well known, many of the presented works are still in the early stages and more research are required on the materials, design, control, and
manufacturing process in order to enhance the process capabilities to fit a broad range of UAVs users.
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